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OTF Grant to the CCC
The Canadian Chestnut Council (CCC) has been awarded a
grant of $19,000 by the Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF) to
expand the Outreach Program.
MPP David Levac, George & Dorothy Collin, Ron Casier,
John Hill and Kelly Schafer were present to plant a ceremonial
chestnut tree in the Recognition Trail at Tim Horton Onondaga
Farms.

Mr. Levac was impressed by the work being done to restore
the American chestnut. "I am very excited to hear that the
Ontario Trillium Foundation has awarded a $19,000 grant to
the Canadian Chestnut Council," he said. "Through the
dedication of the staff and volunteers at the CCC, support from
the OTF and the province, we will be well on our way to
reintegrating the American Chestnut Tree back into the
Carolinian zone."
Present at the camp to celebrate a separate event was the
Honourable Adrienne Clarkson. Ms Clarkson spoke to a large
group of new citizen families that were spending the day at the
camp to learn about Canadian wildlife, camping and the
environment. She showed great interest in the plight of the
American chestnut and spoke about the importance of
Canadian culture, which promotes care of the earth and
responsibility in stewardship of all living things.
John Hill assisted along with several attendees in planting a
ceremonial American chestnut sapling with Ms Clarkson.
The CCC’s mission is to facilitate the return of the American

chestnut tree to the Carolinian zone and other deciduous forest
areas of Canada through the Breeding for Resistance program
(developing a new strain of trees resistant to the lethal blight
disease). Public education is important, also; funds for these
endeavours was sought through the OTF.
“The generous support of the OTF is vital in contributing to
the successes of the CCC's scientists and volunteers in
developing a Canadian "Restoration" Chestnut and preserving
the species' Canadian genome,” said CCC Chair Ron Casier.
“This grant is another step in the American chestnut's journey
to take its place again in the Carolinian Zone of Canada. In
the interim, the OTF grant supports education and
membership, which are vital to the CCC.”
The grant will be spread over 32 months (ending June 2012),
and will be used to provide presentations, increase
membership, develop partnerships and enhance volunteer
activities.
Free presentations will be made available to audiences in
Brant, Hamilton-Wentworth, Haldimand, Elgin, Niagara,
Norfolk, Kent, Essex, Lambton, Middlesex, Oxford,
Wellington and Waterloo. Contact Kelly Schafer if you know
of a group that could benefit from a free presentation.
The CCC will also be developing educational resources to be
distributed to teachers within the chestnut range to aid in
classroom discussions and learning around habitats and
endangered species.

The Canadian Chestnut Council
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EDITORIALS
Anual General Meeting
Your Chairman and Board of Directors are already planning the
Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the Canadian Chestnut Council.
It is tentatively aimed for a late weekend in October.
More details about the 2010 AGM will be published in the
September issue of the Canadian Sweet Chestnut.
Those who participated in the last AGM know that a lot of fun was
had by all. The bucket draws were well received and farm tours were
attended by the little ones. The nursery tour displayed our trees; even
without their leaves they were impressive.

Seeds and Seedlings
Some members ask whether any chestnuts or seedlings are available.
The farm stocks are, of course, dedicated to the CCC research and
breeding programs, and cannot be dispersed, but some directors
frequently bring seedlings and nuts to give away or to award as
bucket draw and door prizes. The place to be for American chestnut
material, therefore, is the AGM.
Details will be announced in the September issue of the Canadian
Sweet Chestnut.

Writing Opportunity
For those who missed the last newsletter’s editorial, your humble
scribe will turn this appointment over to an aspiring writer in October
at the AGM. The Editor is nbot growing any younger, and fresh ideas
are always welcomed by any organization.
This wonderful opportunity to gain experience as a writer, editor and
publisher will not last long. Be sure to attend the AGM and offer
your expertise, or let the Chair and/or Editor know of your interest.
____________________

Correspondence
From Puslinch, Ontario
Email me with a list of volunteer opportunities. Would love to help
you. Preferably field work.
- Marion Robertson
I will try to do so, if you will give me your email address. I’m at
chuckh@sympatico.ca.
Even better, you might telephone (519-448-1749) or email
(pjthill@sympatico.ca) John Hill at Onondaga Farms. - Ed.

The Outreach Program
On April 30th Kelly Schafer (Outreach Coordinator) spent
the morning at Huron Park Secondary School in Woodstock
with a class of Specialist High Skills Major students in the
Horticulture and Landscaping class.
The students (pupils of Mr.Roger Boyd) learned about
history and recovery of the American chestnut through the
new CCC DVD and power point presentation. They also
learned about Mrs. Schafer's education, volunteer work and
career path in the field of natural resources and environmental
education. Students will continue their learning when they
visit Murray Alward at Riverbend Farms later this month. The
class will also contribute their talents to assisting with
volunteer tasks at that location.
If you know of a specialized classroom that could benefit
from this sort of learning experience, please contact Kelly
Schafer at (519) 823-1458
kellys@canadianchestnutcouncil.org
Audiences within the native range of the American chestnut
can currently be accommodated at no charge to the group. We
will be happy to receive your enquiry.

Details of the CCC’s Outreach Program
The CCC is eager to spread the word about the history and
current status of the American chestnut in Canada through
our outreach presentation titled “A Legend in Crisis.”
This 20-60 minute presentation and discussion introduces
the audience to the history, biology and blight affecting this
species. It also includes an update on research and conservation strategies aimed at its recovery. PowerPoint and a DVD
clip will generally be incorporated.
The presentation is suitable for annual general meetings or
other gatherings, and can be tailored to suit the needs and
interests of different groups.
We are currently booking presentations for service groups,
naturalist clubs, classrooms and other interested audiences in
southern Ontario.
We are also interested in bringing our display and brochures
to your conference, meeting or other special event. There is
no fee for these services.
Membership in the CCC is appreciated and encouraged so
that members of your group can stay informed about chestnut
recovery.
Please contact us for more information.

Thank you for considering inviting us to your next
environmental event!
In March 2002 the CCC hired Mrs. Kelly Schafer as
Outreach Coordinator to expand public awareness of
American chestnut recovery. Kelly earned two diplomas,
including Fish & Wildlife Technologist, at Sir Sandford
Fleming College where studies included forestry, fisheries and
wildlife management.
_________________

The CCC has very limited funds for attending such events and
asks that exhibit space be donated at no cost or a reduced fee.
The CCC will not be selling products for profit from this
display but simply engaging the public in an interesting
environmental topic that deserves our attention. Membership
or donations are optional with our main focus being on
education & awareness.

Paul Faires, the CCC’s new Treasurer
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Inverted Radicle Grafting
byJocelyn Clarke, PEI
the two Hantsport ones yet, and they are VERY skinny twigs,
with extremely tiny buds.
On Feb 17th, most buds showing yellow/green and secondary
shoots from the nut had come up. Many of the grafts had
visible roots pushed out through the parafilm and growing
down the sides of the milk jugs. None of the pots looked dry;
so I did not water any of them. Late PM on the 17th, I
removed the secondary shoots and saw green on the Hantsport
bud.
I got scions in November from the Hantsport and Ashdale
trees while we were visiting the Kids. These scions were
stored in the fridge with a damp paper towel in a baggie till
January, when the nuts I had refrigerated started to sprout.
As I had read about inverted radicle grafting and its real good
success rate, I was keen to try it. Parafilm was necessary, and
two kind souls sent me some: Dragan Galic and Ernie Grimo,
thanks to both of you.
I had Wolfville nuts from Les [Les Corkum, an Honorary
Director - Ed] and Milton nuts from Bill J, and made my nut
grafts first, with the best scions. By January 26th, I had the
parafilm, and made inverted radicle grafts. These are made in
the root, a cleft graft into the radicle cut off at about 2 inches,
then wrapped with a couple of layers of parafilm. Parafilm
looks like waxy plastic tape and lets air through but keeps
water in.
I started grafting Jan 26th and continued till I ran out of nuts
at the right stage, and ran out of good scions. There ended up
being six grafts on Milton nuts and three on Wolfville nuts.
Three weeks later, buds started swelling and leaves came. I
had removed the shoot when doing the grafts, but now the
secondary buds pushed out shoots, and these had to be nipped
off too.
Very skinny scions, very plump scions and multibud scions
are OK, and even two-year-old bud wood is OK.
All grafts were potted in milk jugs of good compost, with the
last few inches (including the graft union) buried in wet peat.
Many scions had 2 or 3 buds; a few had only one. There was
one second-year wood scion; the buds looked good; so I used
it.
Some of the scions were not terminals; so the tip was
wrapped in parafilm for several, and coated with carpenters
glue for others. Two of the nine grafts had no treatment for
the cut end, but were just covered with the saran wrap laid
loosely over the pot. As the kitchen is a lot drier than a
greenhouse, I covered the top of the milk jugs of all grafts
with saran wrap, loosely pressed down.
One pot had a lot of condensation on the saran wrap, and I
discovered I had not coated the end of the scion with glue, and
it was losing enough moisture that the air was pretty damp and
the scion had slight blue mould on it. After coating the cut
end of the scion, I removed the saran wrap and the mould
dried up.
On Feb 3rd I noticed a few pots had dried a little, so I gave
them a spoonful of water each and replaced the saran wrap.
On Feb 9th, some slight swelling appeared on an Ashdale
scion-Milton nut, which was grafted Jan 26th. No swelling on
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Hantsport first shoot, small
On Feb 20th I removed plastic on Hantsport graft as it had a
half-inch shoot. I was surprised, as it was a very skinny scion
with a tiny bud. I noticed some bud swelling on the Feb 1st
Ashdale graft, with 5 buds all close together. The Feb 2nd
graft with 2-year-old scion wood was swelling, too. Most of
the earlier Ashdale scions showed a little green tip.

Ashdale first leaf

Inverted radicle swelling, secondary small

On Feb 22nd, the Ashdale graft on the BM radicle started to
unfurl leaves. I removed its saran wrap. I removed the saran
wrap on all swelled buds showing green, too.
On Feb 24th; leaves were unfolding well on the Ashdale graft
/Milton radicle. This was easier than I thought, and there is no
repotting needed. They are grafting and potted up right away.
I did pre-sprout the seeds in a plate of damp soil on the kitchen
table, wrapped loosely in a plastic bag. It will be a few weeks
till I know how many of the nine grafts took and how many
live on the hybrid Wolfville nuts. The first two to leaf are on
Milton nuts.
This is a good way to get trees mated up that don’t grow
close enough to home to hand-pollinate them. Grafts can be
planted in big pots and might flower in a year or so in the
porch...and could then be hand pollinated.

Spring Follow-Up Report
Multi-bud scions often flush and fail after 3 weeks or so of
growth. Some scions take forever to start growth, so don't
throw out a graft that has sat doing nothing obvious for 2
months. It may just be slow. All grafts on the Wolfville nuts
started and failed, so their hybrid content may be a factor. All
grafts on the Wolfville inverted radicals died too, same
incompatibility probably coming into play. Some times the
first leaf becomes huge and an odd shape. After the meristem
starts up again, the next leaves come in the regular
proportions. If a graft makes too much growth at first, it may
have a shriveled terminal leaf which may fall off later, but it
won't usually die. Just be patient.

Ashdale graft and secondary shoots from a small nut

Hantsport sub-terminal graft, small
It does seem like the inverted radical graft is easier than the
nut grafts, more of them live. Another plus is that the failed
ones still send up shoots from the root collar, which was NOT
cut away. If these are desirable nuts, something is salvaged.

Multibud scion that flushed and failed small
Jocelyn Clarke is a long-standing CCC member, American
chestnut enthusiast and loyal correspondent residing in Prince
Edward Island. Ms Clarke is willing to answer any questions
from our readers; email her at jclarke@pei.sympatico.ca
- Ed.
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The Outreach Column
by Kelly Schafer

Outreach Revs Up to Promote Awareness and Education
thanks to $19,000 OTF Grant
The PR Committee is happy to announce that the Canadian
Chestnut Council has been awarded a grant of $19,000 over 32
months by the Ontario Trillium Foundation.
The PR Committee submitted the grant request in July 2009,
which was followed up by a site visit to the plantation at Tim
Horton Onondaga Farms in August, 2009. The PR Committee
was notified in early November that the Trillium board had
approved the funds to be used to increase outreach, upgrade
marketing initiatives and broaden memberships, volunteer and
partnership activities for the preservation of the American
chestnut in southern Ontario.
The grant will be effective in aiding in the continued pursuits
of the Outreach Coordinator and PR Committee, who strive to
spread the word about chestnut recovery and thus attract
further support from the general public, especially in the form
of memberships and volunteerism. Support of the chestnut
recovery is essential to ensure that scientific research aimed at
returning a timber-type chestnut to the forests of southern
Ontario can continue and succeed in its mission.
Grant funds will be used to increase further awareness of
Chestnut preservation efforts and thereby sustain CCC
activities in the future. Specific examples of where funds will
be used include:
x
Develop new educational workshop
x
Upgrade the new, interactive CCC website
x
Book outreach presentations for groups such as Service
Clubs, Naturalist Groups and Stewardship Councils
x
Train directors and volunteers to deliver presentations
and supervise display at special events
x
Effect increased membership and develop new
partnerships
x
Participate in conferences with like-minded partners and
organizations
x
Organize student volunteers to assist in planting
seedlings at the two nursery sites
x
Seek further sources of revenue for CCC endeavors

as PowerPoint slides and, of course, a friendly and
knowledgeable speaker.
The council is also interested in providing training to
members who would be willing to give talks and promote
education in their area or supervise the CCC display at special
events. Materials can be provided for conferences and other
special events by contacting the Outreach Coordinator. Please
help us to spread the word about the important work being
done to save the chestnut by referring a group or volunteering
to assist.
The Ontario Trillium Foundation is an agency of the
Government of Ontario. For over 25 years, the Foundation
has supported the growth and vitality of communities across
the province. It continues to strengthen the capacity of the
volunteer sector through investments in community-based
initiatives. For more information, please visit
www.trilliumfoundation.org.
Please contact the Outreach Coordinator, Kelly Schafer, for
more information and to book your presentation.
Kelly Schafer
Home (519) 823-1458
kellys@canadianchesnutouncil.org
_____________________

New CCC Web Site
www.canadianchestnutcouncil.org
The new site is still under construction, but is aimed at being
informative and interactive. Please visit and send your
comments to outreach@canadianchestnutcouncil.org

The PR Committee will submit progress reports as required
to the Ontario Trillium Foundation, with the next one due June
01/2010. Future funding will depend on the ability of CCC
actions and reports to satisfy the grant committee by meeting
or exceeding goals as outlined in the Letter of Agreement
(November 2, 2009).
Members of the Canadian Chestnut Council can help us to
meet our goals by contacting us if you know of a group or club
that would benefit from an interactive presentation about
chestnut recovery. Presentations are currently being offered at
no charge to groups that operate within the natural range of the
American chestnut. The presentation is tailored to the needs
of the group, and may include parts of the new DVD as well
The Onondaga Farms orchard has been named to
honour Dr Colin McKeen, founder of the CCC.
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Status - The Endangered Species Act
Chairman Ron Casier has been communicating with Mr
Ron Gould (Species at Risk Biologist, Aylmer District,
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources), who was assigned
as the OMNR’s Liaison Officer to the Canadian Chestnut
Council.
Recent correspondence by email is printed verbatim
below. It appears to be self-explanatory.
-Ed.
To: Mr Ron Gould, 11 February, 2010
I am curious as to the status of formalizing an agreement
between the Ministry and the Canadian Chestnut Council.
The CCC will be holding its first meeting at the end of this
month and some directors are still anxious. If you have any
information as to our status with the agreement to share, it
would greatly be appreciated.
- Sincerely, Ron Casier

Breaking News
The latest issue of the Ontario Forestry Association
newsletter, the OURFOREST, reported that the Nature
Conservancy Canada (NCC) is working to protect
endangered species habitat by “developing systems to
identify high conservation value features.” New “species at
risk legislation” is being drafted or passed into law at
Queen’s Park; new habitat descriptions have been written
for nine species and another 24 species are being
considered for inclusion in the ESA.
To learn more, contact your local MPP or Queen’s Park.

To: Mr Ron Casier, 16 February, 2010
The MNR’s framework for stewardship agreements is still
in development, so thus far we have been focusing on
preparation of the ESA permit to authorize activities as
described in the SAR Stewardship Fund application
submitted for this year and the template you completed.
We will be sending the draft permit into SAR Branch this
week so that it will be ready for April. Announcements of
funded SAR|Stewardship projects are expected by mid
March, (although we are working to provide the ESA
permit for chestnut work regardless).
Based on the information provided the permit will cover at
least through February of 2011, that way when the
agreement framework is ready we can complete the longer
term agreement approach which will then supersede the
original permit used to get things going.
I’ll keep you posted on the status of the permit. Let me
know if you have any other questions.
- Thanks, Ron Gould
ron.gould@ontario.ca
___________________________________________

The Alward Report from Riverbend Farms
Our chestnut trees are pushing bud and hopefully will not
get frost damage. Remember last year late, they got hit
twice burning the new growth and preventing a crop.
I continue to root soft wood cuttings with about a dozen
well rooted now and several more on the way. I have
experimented with timing, forcing, hormones, wounding,
etc. The particular strain I have had the most success with I
call "Mutt," selected from a group of American and
American crosses several years ago. The cutting trees are
growing faster than I thought!
My work may help a scientist or student with a basic idea
on how to attach the rooting of chestnuts.
Our plot maintenance is simple so far. We have cut the
grass between trees once. New growth will be sprayed if
we see damage. Fertilizer will be applied, after I check
with Dragon Galic regarding the amount; we will get
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together next week.
The irrigation system is good, except for the drip lines
which have rodent or coyote damage; they are chewed.
Going forward, the trees are big enough to need less water
as they become more like other surrounding forest trees.
The irrigation system could be used for further valuable
young selection going forward.
I will discuss volunteer work with Dragon. Most
everything we handle ourselves - mowing, fertilizing,
spraying, etc. We could use some help for planting the new
seedlings - from Simcoe? A group of students from
Woodstock High School is scheduled to visit end of May.
After innoculation for the last three years or so, blight is
more evident each year. However, we have trees that
appear resistant so far and may become valuable breeders.

Yarmouth Natural Heritage Area Site Report - Spring 2010
by Ron Casier
Since its establishment several years ago, this site has been
left to its own devices due to time and volunteer availability
restrictions. In discussions with both our CCC researchers and
staff at the Catfish Creek Conservation Authority, the owners
of the site, it became clear that additional hands are needed to
maintain and make use of the YNHA site as another research
resource for the CCC. In this regard I would like to organize
some work bees to repair the site and begin to involve our
membership directly in the maintenance and recording
observations on the three pod plantings.
Originally there were three pod plantings of Chestnuts set out
at the YNHA site. One pod consisted of Chestnut seedlings in
tree tubes in an open field with competing grass and perennial
weeds. A second pod consisted of Chestnut seedlings in tree
tubes inter-planted with White Spruce. Both of these pods are
in a clearing surrounded by bottomland forest above the flood
plain of the Catfish Creek. The third pod consisted of a
planting of Chestnut seed into the adjacent forest to emulate a
natural introduction of chestnut.
From all indicators, the squirrels and allied vermin may have
consumed all the seed in the forest pod but a more thorough
and systematic search may still locate a few surviving
seedlings from the initial seeding. In my own seeding
experiments, seeds occasionally are removed from rows and
relocated in other areas by squirrels and chipmunks.
The open field pod has sustained heavy losses due to
perennial weed competition, but a fair number of seedlings
have survived. The seedlings tend to be small and still
confined to their tree protection tube. A through weeding
around the tubes and some fertilizer may reverse their limited

progress. Despite the vandalism to tree protectors on the south
side of the pod, I was able to locate surviving seedlings which
just need some loving care to get growing again.
The inter-planting pod has shown the most progress at the
YNHA site. I speculate that the greater acidity of the soil and
the shelter provided by the white spruce have pushed these
chestnuts ahead. The survival rate of seedlings is significantly
higher in this pod compared to the open field pod. The
perennial weed competition is much less in this pod, which
may be a third factor in the survival and growth rate. Last
November, I noted that many of the seedlings were extending
well above their tree tubes with some nearly a metre in height.
Imagine my disappointment in finding no stems above the
tubes this April. Deer and jack rabbits have done their best
this past winter to set our seedlings back. The conifers are of
the size now that they provide excellent cover for these
herbivores and, with less snow cover this season, the trees
were more vulnerable. Some areas of the inter-planting pod
are showing chlorotic conditions which may need some
additional fertilization to return to normal conditions.
The Science Committee plans on assessing the surviving
trees and may initiate a replanting of the various pods if
materials are available this spring or fall. In the meantime, I
would like to organize a work bee to repair the vandalism and
weed around the tree protectors of the surviving seedlings. If
you are interested in participating in this work bee at the
Yarmouth Natural Heritage Area please contact me directly at
ron@amtelecom.net or 519 631 5279. The YNHA is located
due east of the village of Sparta in Central Elgin on the east
side of the Catfish Creek.

AMERICAN CHESTNUT SITE RECORD
Castanea dentata
The CCC wants to know where the chestnut trees are. You can help by submitting any of the listed information you can provide.
Owner’s name, telephone, e-mail:
Street or rural address, township, county, province:
GPS or other location data:
Number of American chestnut trees:
Other environmental data:

Send to any CCC director. Thanks!
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The Right Honorable Adrienne Clarkson observes the planting, Earth Day at Onondaga Farms.

Membership
Membership fees and donations are tax deductible.
Membership Renewal:
Annual subscription = $20.00
$
Donations in excess of the annual subscription will be
recognized in the Newsletter in the following categories.
(Requests for anonymity will be honoured.)
Gold Leaf:
$1,000 or more
Silver Leaf:
$500-$999
Bronze Leaf:
$250-$499
Green Leaf:
$100-$249
White Leaf:
Less than $100
Donation:
$
Total enclosed:

$

Please make all cheques payable to the
Canadian Chestnut Council
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Volunteers
We need your help! As our program grows and our activities
expand, we very much need the talents and skills of our
members. If you would like to contribute your skills, please
tell us. We start pollinating in early summer!
I’m interested in (check all that apply):
Membership
Publicity
Fundraising
Library research
Field work
Other:

Return your completed form to the Secretary:
Charles Hooker, 431068 19th Line, RR # 2
Orangeville, Ontario L9W 2Y9
chuckh@sympatico.ca

